‘COVID-19’ OPERATIONAL PROTOCOLS

INTRODUCTION / PURPOSE
The Dockweiler Recreational Vehicle (RV) Park allows for overnight camping where participants are separated as individuals or in household groups while experiencing outdoor activities and leisure. The following restrictions and modified operational protocols are required to ensure compliance with COVID-19 guidelines during operation of the Dockweiler RV Park.

RESTRICTIONS
I. Require face coverings in all common areas and when in proximity to individuals outside of immediate household group.

II. Maintain a physical distance of six (6) feet throughout RV Park when in proximity to other individuals outside of the same household.

III. Limit reservations to allow for spacing between sites and to reinforce physical distancing between public members of the public outside of the same household.

IV. Limit number of additional vehicles permitted inside of RV Park; no extra vehicles passes will be sold.

V. Limit duration and type of recreational equipment rented out to public.

VI. Limit number of dogs per campsite and use of dog run area(s) to one household.

VII. Public restrooms and showers facilities will remain closed.

VIII. Public laundry facilities will remain closed.

IX. Public dump station will remain closed.

X. Staff has the right to cancel reservations for parties with symptomatic visitors.
OPERATIONAL PROTOCOLS

Vehicle Capacity:

- RV Park campground will commence operation at an initial limited capacity of 25 percent, to be assessed on an ongoing basis; equivalent to thirty-four (34) camper vehicles with fully functioning bathrooms.
- To maximize distance between groups, RV Park will be zoned into six (6) sections, each section will hold up to five (5) individual camper vehicles.
- Individual sites have a maximum occupancy of eight (8) persons for a single household.

Check-In Procedure:

- Customers will register via the office window and not have to step into RV Park office.
- Parking passes will be pre-printed and ready for customers to pick-up at office window.
- Customers needing park staff assistance will line up near office window on markers.

Monitoring:

- Visitors with RV Park reservations must confirm prior to arrival that no one in household is exhibiting any COVID-19 symptoms via waiver on ActiveNet.
- To aide guests in further self-monitoring; instructional and informational material will be emailed out to them prior to their reservation date.
- Signage will also be posted throughout the RV Park regarding infection control, physical distancing, and use of face coverings.
- RV Park staff will conduct periodic visits to monitor that campers are complying with restrictions.
- Campers will be asked to leave if not complying with mandated safety restrictions.

Restrooms:
- RV Park public restrooms and showers will remain closed.
- Guests will be required to utilize the restroom facilities aboard their own RVs. In emergency situations, the staff can allow access to the locked restrooms, but ongoing access will not be allowed.

General:
- After each visitor check-out, amenities at each site will be properly wiped down, cleaned, and disinfected including all seating (e.g. benches), water spigots, and RV electrical / water hook-ups.
- Benches and tables in common areas will be cordoned off in order to eliminate group gatherings.
- Refer to Public Health guide and internal DBH protocols for cleaning methods.